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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
MELBOURNE - 31st March 2020

R1 - MORNINGTON | 12:30 | AUD $35,000 |  TAKE IT TO NEDS LEVEL (BM64)

33 OCEAN DEW
Lightly raced lly progressing well. Last start posted a 2.25 lengths fth over 6f at Pakenham
Park. Has the ability and expected to run well.

77 RECOMPENSA
Consistent lly. Broke through for maiden win as favourite at Ballarat last time out. Should be
close to peak fitness. Winning chance here.

44 PHYLA VELL
Lightly raced lly progressing well. Last start posted a 2.25 lengths win over 6 1/2f at Avoca. Has
the ability and expected to run well.

55 FROME THE STARS
Is backing up after just nine days following a close up fourth last start at Ballarat. Looks nicely
placed here. Expected to go close.

1010 GOOSEY FAIR
Last time beaten 3.25 lengths at Moe on a heavy surface. Been thereabouts and must be
respected.

R2 - MORNINGTON | 13:00 | AUD $35,000 |  NEDS SAME RACE MULTI (BM58)

11 BELLARINE BEAUTY
Consistent galloper tter for two runs from a spell, the latest when 2.75 lengths second over 5
1/2f at Kilmore. Fitter again and rates among the winning hopes.

33 ZOUPINO
Resumed at Ballarat over 6f and missed the frame, nishing sixth and beaten 6.25 lengths. Rates
highly and should be a sharp improver. Fitter for the run and expected to be in the nish this
time.

44 DIAQUIN
Has the form on the board after breaking through for a win in Nov last year at Ballarat over 6f.
Since gone for a spell and resumes here. Suited by inside alley. Rates on top in this eld and will
be hard to beat.

55 OUR AUGUST ROSE
Resumed over 6f and missed the placings when a 8 length fth at Morphettville. Further
improved and expected to do much better here.

99 SLY SONG
Resumed at Geelong over 6 1/2f and missed the frame, nishing fth and beaten 2.5 lengths.
Further improved and expected to do much better here.

R3 - MORNINGTON | 13:30 | AUD $35,000 |  NEDS MULTI BUILDER (BM64)

1111 HAFAAWA
Three-year-old fresh from a spell. Yet to miss a minor placing in three resuming runs. Drawn well
should be up to another good fresh run.

1414 KOOTARA
Went close to breaking through when a narrow second over 6f at Pakenham Park last start.
Looks close to a win here.

1616 CANELO
Veteran sprinter who is a 8 time winner, last time when sixth and beaten 2 lengths over 6 1/2f at
Swan Hill. Hard the ability and rates among the leading chances.

1515 FLORENT
Broke through for her rst win at this track over 7 1/2f in December. Since gone for a short spell
and resumes here. The one to beat in this field.

R4 - MORNINGTON | 14:00 | AUD $35,000 |  NEDS PRICE BOOST (BM58)

33 DRATINI
Went close to breaking through when a narrow second over 5f at Sale last start. Looks a good
chance on that form.

1111 THIN GREEN LINE Won at long odds by half a length two back at $31.00 over 5f at Sale. Is a winning chance.

1010 ILOVEANNIE
Back from a spell with a 4.5 lengths fourth over 5f at Sale. Rates highly here and expected to be
further improved.

88 ARIGATO
Finished off last campaign with 6.75 lengths seventh over 6f at Moonee Valley. Rates strongly
and bold showing expected.

1212 ADMIRAL MICHELLE
Doesn't win often and last win was nearly two and a half years ago. Latest when a 1.6 lengths
fourth over 5 1/2f at Geelong. Rates higher in this field and expected to be in the finish.


